**Scene_2: Preparing a greek salad**

**Additional objects:**
Broom, salad bowl, salad servers, 2 cutting boards, 2 cutting knives, onion, tomato, cucumber, glass with olives, plastic box with feta cheese, bottle of olive oil, bottle of vinegar, salt shaker, pepper caster, lamp, clock, 2 plants, paper towel

**Tracked objects (with Vicon):**
Table, kitchen-table/cupboard, 2 chairs, broom, dustpan, clock, salad bowl

**Script:**

*Person B:* “I am really hungry now.....”

*Person A:* “Yeah but we should do something light, we ate too much at lunch.”

*Person B:* “Yeah you are right. So what do you suggest? Shall we make a salad?”

*Person A:* “Yeah, this sounds really good...light but good.”

*Person B:* “Do you want to make the salad together?”

*Person A:* “Sounds good. We can make a greek salad, we have all the right ingredients”.

*Person B:* “Well, let me bring the utensils from the cupboard.”

Person B gets two knifes, a wide bowl, and two chopping boards from a cabinet and a drawer from the kitchen cupboard.

Person A brings all the vegetables needed from the kitchen table (drawer) and places them on the table: a big tomato, an onion, a cucumber, some olives.

*Person A:* “I think I got all the ingredients, right?”

*Person B:* “Tomato, onion, cucumber, olives (pointing to the ingredients or/and picking up some of them and then leaving them back in their place). Well, we also need cheese.”

*Person A:* “Yes, of course. Do we have any feta cheese? I brought some feta earlier and put it into a box on the kitchen table.” (fetches the cheese). Person A takes a look at the stuff and thinks if she forgot anything else.

*Person A:* “Can you chop the onions, while I chop the tomato?”

Person B nods positively, gets a knife and chops the onion on the chopping board.

*Person A:* “Be careful...you are doing it so fast you are going to cut yourself!”
Person B: “No way! I am an expert on this! Shall I cut the cucumber too? (Make sure that chopping is fine. While cutting be expressive: attentive so that you cut the slices fine, scared due to a near cutting incidence, etc.)

Person A: “Yes, great! I will cut the feta cheese into cubes.” (open the plastic container with the cheese, get a big piece out and chop it into cubes)

Person B: “I will add some olives in the salad bowl. Anything else?”

Person A: “Well, we need to add some salt, vinegar, olive oil and oregano.”

Person B: “Coming! Here they are!” Person B runs to fetch the salt, the vinegar and the olive oil.

Person A: “Where is the oregano?”

Person B: “I think we run out of oregano, but let me check.” Person B opens a cupboard and closes it again saying “yes, no oregano.”

Person A: “Never mind. It will be tasty anyway… Let me use these two spoons to mix all the ingredients….ok… and that’s it” (places the spoons in the salad bowl and then places the bowl on the kitchen table).

Person A wipes the table.

Person B starts picking up any possible trash, and places them in a trash bag, while laughing and jumping around as a small child happy that dinner gets ready…..